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IRONING & PRESSING AIDS

Makes making loops out of your own fabric
much easier. Includes 5 sizes. Great for
applique, meshwork, and celtic quilting.

Our iron cleaner got even better. The new
Extra Strength formula is designed to
remove tough build-up of melted fusible,
glues and interfacings from the bottom of
your iron in seconds. Cleans hot glue guns
too.

The Seam Stick pressing rod in a neat tool.
Use it for pressing steam open, flat side can
be used as a clapper and round top great
for narrow seams. Hang it on the wall with
the groove on the back.

59/BCL4052 59/B678659/B0862

This 100% cotton press cloth lets you see as you
press. It absorbs moisture evenly, prevents shine,
and can be used with either a steam or dry iron.

59/BJT232 59/B8044

The high quality Teflon
coated fibreglass can
withstand very high
temperatures, to make
all your crafting projects
easier, cleaner and
quicker. Can be folded
and used over an over
again. Just wipe clean
after each use to remove
any residue. 12” x 18”.

FAULTLESS HOT IRON

CLEANER24" SEAM STICK

EZE-VIEW PRESS CLOTH

NONASH IRONING

SHEET 12” X 18”

LOOP PRESSING BARS

5/PKG
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CLOVER MINI IRON II

This new mini-iron
has 5 special
interchangeable tips
that can be used for
Quilting, Sewing &
crafting. Also, this
innovative item has
a dual heating
element so the
entire surface of
each adaptable tip
heats to the same
temperature.

This new mini iron
was designed to
expand the creativity
of every crafter - by
interchanging the tips
this iron can be used
for all of your
innovative ideas. (Tips
sold seperately)

The larger tip
works wonderful
for sewers &
quilters on those
larger projects.

59/BCL9101 59/BCL9100 59/BCL9103

CLOVER MINI IRON II

MINI IRON II -

THE ADAPTER SET

MINI IRON II -

IRON TIP LARGE

Especially designed for
doll making & general
crafting.

Especially desinged
for the sewer or
quilter working with
seams or fabric
folding projects.

Cooling stand & storage case all in
one.

59/BCL9104 59/BCL9105 59/BCL9109

MINI IRON II -

ADAPTER BALL TIP

MINI IRON II -

COOLING STAND

MINI IRON II -

ADAPTER SLIM LINE TIP


